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There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God, 
   the holy habitation of the Most High. 

 
Psalm 46: 4 

 
  

 



 

Executive Summary - Giving Task Force Report 
 
Financial giving is part of the covenant we share with one another as a church. We covenant with                  
God and one another to be a vital presence in the world.  
 
The Pattern of Giving is a policy document, most recently updated in 1984, that delineates and                
attempts to control how financial resources are gathered and disseminated across the United             
Church of Christ. The United Church of Christ Board commissioned the Giving Task Force to               
examine the Pattern of Giving and to analyze the church’s current “ecology of generosity.” It               
was the Board’s intent that the Task Force would propose a new framework for our covenantal                
giving and create specific recommendations for our philanthropic practices. The best practices of             
a covenantal giving relationship as understood at the founding of the UCC are not necessarily               
relevant to a giving covenant today. The world around us is changing and the Church needs to                 
change with it. 
 
The Giving Task Force used objective and subjective methodologies in order to examine the              
culture of giving in the UCC. The Task Force conducted a nationwide survey, hosted focus               
groups, directly solicited input from key constituencies, studied data trends within the UCC and              
strategies implemented by comparable organizations (both faith-based and secular), and built on            
the work of previous analyses. The full report includes a proposal for how to move forward, with                 
historical background and statement of the problems, an assessment of the current best practices              
of philanthropy, and also includes recommendations for how to implement a transition toward             
donor-focused approaches.  
 
We must shift our strategic approach from a focus on institution to a focus on donors. We can                  
raise more funds by effectively connecting donors with the vital and engaging missions             
happening in all settings of the church. Change is necessary, but radical change is more than the                 
system can handle--in this proposal the Giving Task Force presents a transitional strategy that              
allows for institutional change in the near term. 
 
The Giving Task Force suggests a diverse approach to generosity in the United Church of Christ,                
in order to address the challenges and opportunities facing the church today. This proposal does               
not provide a settled pattern but rather provides a new way forward. In the report the Task Force                  
proposes: 

1. Retiring the Pattern of Giving as the standard of covenantal giving in favor of a new                
direction consistent with norms, expectations, and best practices of a donor-centered           
approach to philanthropy.   1

2. That, as a new direction in our giving, the national setting and Conference settings be free                
and encouraged to establish coordinated and comprehensive development programs. The          
national setting will provide resources to coordinate this effort and build capacity for             

1 A donor can be an individual, a group of people working together, an institution such as a congregation or a 
Conference, or a foundation. Donor-centered philanthropy connects the passion of the donor to the mission of the 
organization receiving the gift, thanks the donor in a timely way, and communicates outcomes and impacts of the 
gift. 
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fundraising across our church, in covenant, collaboration, and partnership with          
Conferences and congregations. Congregations and individual donors would be able to           
give directly to the mission priorities most compelling to them. 

3. That Our Church’s Wider Mission – Basic Support will continue to be directed from              
congregations to Conferences.  

4. That Conferences be asked to commit to an OCWM sharing formula no less than the               
average rate for their previous three years of giving (beginning with 2014, 2015, 2016).              
After five years (2022), the Task Force suggests that Conferences and national            
expressions re-evaluate this sharing formula. 

5. That the four Special Mission Offerings continue to support the mission of the church,              2

and that a cost-benefit analysis be completed for each offering to enable a decision              
regarding their retention or modification. 

6. That a marketing analysis of the names “Our Church’s Wider Mission,” “Our Church’s             
Wider Mission - Basic Support,” and “Our Church’s Wider Mission - Special Support”             
be conducted, in light of the multiple understandings and confusing uses of these phrases              
across the church. 

 
If approved by General Synod 31, the new approach to generosity will begin effective January 1,                
2018, with the goal of all settings of the UCC participating by 2020. (See Appendix C for                 
timeline suggestion). 
 
The Task Force submits this report to the Development Committee of the UCC Board, for receipt                
of the report and implementation of the proposal and recommendations as set forth in the report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 The Special Mission Offerings are One Great Hour of Sharing (OGHS), Strengthen the Church (STC), 
Neighbors in Need (NIN), and the Christmas Fund (formerly known as Veterans of the Cross). These four offerings, 
together with OCWM - Basic Support, constitute the “5 for 5” designation. 
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A New Ecology of Generosity 
 
 
Introduction: Nurturing Streams of Generosity 
 
The United Church of Christ Board, at the recommendation of the Development Committee,             
formed the Giving Task Force (GTF) in the fall of 2014. This action arose in response to the                  
well-documented negative trends in giving to Our Church’s Wider Mission. The Board asked the              
GTF to analyze the “ecology of generosity” in the United Church of Christ and recommend key                
changes to nurture this ecology. Members and churches of the UCC have a long history of                
generosity for which we are grateful. We must remove impediments to further generosity. 
 
A diverse group - local pastors, lay leaders, Conference and national staff, and Board members -                
met over the course of eighteen months to review church-wide financial giving, comprehensively             
examine our methods of asking for and receiving financial support, and to discern opportunities              

to improve and adapt our giving      
policies and standards. The Task     
Force drew on a variety of      
resources and past work such as      
the 2013 Best Minds Project,     
Center for Analytics, Research,    
and Data (CARD) and Financial     
Services information on   
financial trends, and the methods     
of other denominations and    
similar organizations. The GTF    
sought the advice and counsel of      
the church through engagement    
with the Council of Conference     
Ministers, a broad survey of     
leaders and members (see    
Appendix A), and targeted    
conversations with individuals   
and constituency groups with    
particular insights. The GTF    
focused on finding new ways to      
promote the spiritual practice of     
extravagant generosity.  
 
The existing philosophy of    
giving, and especially the    
policies regarding who asks for     
funding and how money moves     
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from donors to mission priorities, developed in response to a particular historical dilemma: the              
1957 merger. Across the new denomination, wounds from the merger (and subsequent lawsuits)             
needed to be healed. A strictly planned and extensively controlled approach sought to establish              
trust. Policies prohibiting direct asks of congregations and individuals by agencies and            
expressions of the church offered a way to equalize differing competencies. The Pattern of              
Giving adopted in 1968 and last revised in 1984 provided a timely solution to the problems of                 
that era but does not adequately serve the needs of the UCC today. 
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The establishment of the Pattern of Giving could be compared to a city planner trying to manage                 
a stream running through an urban area. In the 1950s, urban planners directed streams through               
concrete culverts. The Cheonggyecheon Stream in Seoul, South Korea, is one of many examples.              
In the post-war era, rapid industrialization led urban planners to build a highway over the stream.                
Years of development left the stream nearly dry. (See photo below, left.)  
 

Likewise, the Pattern of Giving built      
philanthropic culverts to manage the     
movement of funds. The Pattern of Giving       
defines the financial support for the mission       
of the church primarily as Our Church’s       
Wider Mission ("OCWM"), with various     
sub-definitions for other streams of funds.      
As the Pattern of Giving explained, a gift        
went from the individual donor to the local        
congregation, from the local congregation     
to the Conference (or in some cases to the         
Association), from the Conference to the      
national treasurer, from the national     
treasurer to the national agencies, from the       
national agencies to the various ministries.  

Much like the Cheonggyecheon Stream controlled the flow of water through the city of Seoul,               
the Pattern controlled the flow of requests for funding, including that congregations would apply              
for permission to give beyond Our Church’s Wider Mission Basic Support. The Pattern of              3

Giving did not offer solutions or guidance for how to raise new funds, but only imagined the                 
flow of existing funds. The concrete plan imagined dollars flowing through Conferences to             
national expressions of the church, and requests flowing from national expressions through            
Conferences to local congregations (see diagram above). These regulations created a culvert for             
generosity.  

The Pattern of Giving provided detailed regulations for how to report and track the flow of funds                 
across the system of the United Church of Christ. Conferences and the national setting were               
charged with tracking OCWM - Direct and Indirect Special Support, which flows to UCC-related              
entities such as seminaries and summer camps. Over time, definitions have not been used              
consistently, reporting has become inaccurate and cumbersome, and these problems have eroded            
good communication and financial transparency. 

The system no longer works. Across all settings of the UCC, we have focused on institutional                
maintenance instead of mission that is aligned with the heart and passion of our donors.               
Congregations are giving a larger portion of their mission dollars to local community efforts              

3 “A congregation may apply to the Conference for a Second-Mile Special Project if it has given to Basic 
Support during the previous year an amount equal to the Basic Support goal recommended by the Conference or, 
where no goal was recommended, if it has given to Basic Support during the previous year an amount equal to 
twenty-five percent of its Current Expenses.” Pattern of Giving, 1984 Edition, p. 9. 
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rather than to the wider church. The shortcomings in the Pattern of Giving resulted in a trend of                  
declining support for Conference and national expressions and limited our ability to respond to              
changing demands of ministry.  

In recent decades city planners     
recognized the need to return streams      
to their natural courses, and began      
removing concrete in order to allow      
streams to meander through wetlands.     
It turned out there was not just a need         
for this change, but significant     
benefits attached to it. Once-dead     
streams came to life again with fish       
and birds. This transformative    
restoration in Cheonggyecheon   
involved demolishing three miles of     
elevated highway to create pedestrian     
access to a revitalized green space.      
The restored stream provides flood     
protection, increased biological   
diversity, and reduced air and water      
pollution. (See photo, right.)  
 
As the GTF imagined replacing the old ‘culvert’ of managed giving, our members envisioned              
restoring the stream of generosity.  
 
Proposal: Breaking Out of Narrow Channels 
 
After careful deliberation, the GTF suggests a more ecologically-diverse approach to generosity            
in the United Church of Christ, in order to address the challenges and opportunities facing the                
church today. This proposal does not provide a settled pattern but rather provides a new way                
forward. While the GTF considered more radical modifications to our system, this proposal             
provides meaningful change within the capacity to handle disruption. The shift in our ecology of               
generosity will be an on-going philanthropic transformation, built upon core affirmations:  

 
We affirm the local congregation is the basic unit of the church. 
 
We affirm the covenantal relationship among congregations, Associations, Conferences,         
and the national setting expressed in the sharing of resources and mutual mission. 
 
We affirm the mission of the church includes strong congregations, vibrant Associations,            
robust Conferences, and an invigorated national setting. A strong case for support will             
further the mission of the church, and we best advance the case for support by working                
collaboratively instead of competitively.  
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In light of these affirmations, the GTF proposes: 
1. Retiring the Pattern of Giving as the standard of covenantal giving in favor of a new                

direction consistent with norms, expectations, and best practices of a donor-centered           
approach to philanthropy.   4

2. That, as a new direction in our giving, the national setting and Conference settings be free                
and encouraged to establish coordinated and comprehensive development programs. The          
national setting will provide resources to coordinate this effort and build capacity for             
fundraising across our church, in covenant, collaboration, and partnership with          
Conferences and congregations. Congregations and individual donors would be able to           
give directly to the mission priorities most compelling to them. 

3. That Our Church’s Wider Mission – Basic Support will continue to be directed from              
congregations to Conferences.  

4. That Conferences be asked to commit to an OCWM sharing formula no less than the               
average rate for their previous three years of giving (beginning with 2014, 2015, 2016).              
After five years (2022), the Task Force suggests that Conferences and national            
expressions re-evaluate this sharing formula. 

5. That the four Special Mission Offerings continue to support the mission of the church,              5

and that a cost-benefit analysis for each offering be completed to enable a decision              
regarding their retention or modification. 

6. That a marketing analysis of the names “Our Church’s Wider Mission,” “Our Church’s             
Wider Mission - Basic Support,” and “Our Church’s Wider Mission - Special Support”             
be conducted, in light of the multiple understandings and confusing uses of these phrases              
across the church. 

  
If approved by General Synod 31, the new approach to generosity will begin effective January 1,                
2018 with the goal of all settings of the UCC participating by 2020. (See Appendix C for                 
timeline suggestion). 
 
Initial Comments 
 
In many ways, this proposal accepts the quiet revolution already happening in the wider church               
as Conferences retain more and more of Our Church's Wider Mission - Basic Support dollars and                
introduce “per capita” funding requests, and as all settings experiment with direct-ask            
approaches such as “Friends of the Conference,” “Annual Funds,” and the “Haystack Society.”             
Bringing these diverging adaptations of the Pattern of Giving into regular practice allows us to               
be intentional and strategic in building the capacity for the change we hope to be able to support                  
across the system. 
 

4 A donor can be an individual, a group of people working together, an institution such as a congregation or a 
Conference, or a foundation. Donor-centered philanthropy connects the passion of the donor to the mission of the 
organization receiving the gift, thanks the donor in a timely way, and communicates outcomes and impacts of the 
gift. 
5 The Special Mission Offerings are One Great Hour of Sharing (OGHS), Strengthen the Church (STC), 
Neighbors in Need (NIN), and the Christmas Fund (formerly known as Veterans of the Cross). These four offerings, 
together with OCWM - Basic Support, constitute the “5 for 5” designation. 
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This Task Force considered many potential proposals for changes to OCWM. Each proposal             
struggled to manage the anticipated needs of all settings while developing something            
transformational for this new day. This proposal provides stability to Conferences through a             
period of transition by keeping Our Church's Wider Mission - Basic Support intact, enables              
predictability of giving from Conferences to the national setting, and creates space for innovation              
and experimentation as Conferences and national expressions grow their development capacity. 
 
Local church engagement in support of wider mission is key. Funds will continue to flow from                
churches through Conferences to the national setting. The national and Conference settings will             
work together on developing a clear and compelling case for support, enabling expanded donor              
base and direct asks of individuals and congregations for financial support. To facilitate the              
implementation of the donor-based orientation and the recommended practices, this proposal           
establishes a transitional period of five years, during which the UCC Board asks Conferences to               
maintain their sharing formulas at no less than an average of the previous three years’ sharing                
ratios. 
 
We believe our members want to give, and give generously. Individuals may support the mission               
of the wider church as they currently do through contributions to local churches. Additionally,              
direct gifts to Associations, Conferences or national expressions may be made for both             
designated and undesignated purposes. Development best practices that engage the various           
settings of the Church should be used as appropriate, encouraging collaboration in personal             
solicitations of donors. 
 
This approach begins where our current system is and provides the room and encouragement to               
grow a more comprehensive development system. We consistently heard the anxiety of            
stakeholders regarding change to current practices; this proposal provides stability and room for             
innovation. This approach also fits within the norms of covenantal relationships dear to our              
tradition, builds on the best practices of development programs, and makes more transparent the              
connections between donors and missions. 
 
More closely connecting donors and the missions they are passionate about will facilitate needed              
communication improvements across our system. The current system mediates the relationship           
of the donor and the mission through multiple layers of institutions with various communication              
priorities. The result is a system in which donors wonder “what did my money do?” and missions                 
wonder “who do I thank?” Surveys of UCC members, including the GTF survey (see Appendix               
A), document widespread frustration with communication throughout the Church. 
 
Digging Deeper 
 
In reporting to the Development Committee and the UCC Board on the ecology of generosity,               
the GTF wants to speak to the three key areas of insight that informed its work: generative,                 
strategic, and fiduciary. Using a generative imagination, the GTF considered the cultural            
contexts of giving today, determined what values in our current giving system are essential to               
retain, and asked what opportunities those values might provide. Next the GTF looked at the               
strategies that would preserve those values while enabling the United Church of Christ to move               
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forward with flexibility for the future, and settled on one significant shift in our strategic focus.                
Finally, fiduciary insights led the GTF to create recommendations that would enhance efficiency,             
encourage appropriate use of resources, and enable clearer communication across the United            
Church of Christ. These recommendations are intended to facilitate the implementation of the             
New Ecology of Generosity established in the GTF’s proposal. 
 
Generative Insight: The Ground Has Shifted 
 
The difficulties we face in our current approach to giving can be summarized briefly: As the                
number of congregations in the UCC decreases, and as the remaining congregations increasingly             
retain funds for their own ministry and mission, the other expressions of the church experience a                
decline in available resources. The case made to donors relies on appeals to loyalty (“OCWM -                
It’s who we are”) once effective but not as compelling now. Too often a scarcity mentality                
prevents resource-sharing among the various settings of the church, leading to territorialism,            
duplication of efforts, and ineffective ministries. The Pattern of Giving tried to create an              
umbrella over all philanthropy in our movement in order to reduce “competition” among UCC              
entities. Because the umbrella didn’t include non-UCC agencies who nevertheless work with our             
local churches, the limits on engagement simply cleared the way for non-UCC agencies to raise               
funds (e.g. World Vision could make an ask of a local UCC congregation while Global               
Ministries would technically be prohibited from doing so). Significantly, the process of            
mediating appeals and gifts through multiple expressions of the church complicates           
communication: too many steps stand between the donor and the mission supported by the gift. If                
the United Church of Christ does not challenge the values that undergird our current approach,               
support for Conference and national expressions of the UCC will likely continue to dwindle              
year-by-year.  
 
In addition to the difficulties specific to fundraising in the United Church of Christ, the Task                
Force realizes several factors in the broader context of our culture affect our ability to raise                
funds. First, people now move between Christian denominations, often belonging to several over             
the course of a lifetime. As a result, we cannot assume a sense of loyalty to a particular                  
denomination, nor a consistent understanding of stewardship taught since birth. Second, we            
operate in a time when institutions, particularly religious institutions, arouse suspicion; people            
prefer movements with clearly-communicated purposes, needs, and objectives. Especially after          
well-publicized financial scandals from the Red Cross to the Southern Baptist Convention, no             
nonprofit institution can take a “just trust us” attitude. Third, growing numbers of people share               
our passion for justice and inclusion but do not belong to our congregations. While we need                
evangelism to reach these people, we also need a way to engage potential donors outside of, or                 
tangentially connected to, our congregations. Indeed, there are those who would give money to              
support our mission without necessarily joining a local church, and enabling them to express              
their faith in this way may become an avenue for evangelism. Lastly, the rising income and                
wealth inequality in our country has a real impact on the giving priorities of potential donors and                 
across the church. A new ecology of generosity will need to be responsive to both the trends in                  
our giving and to the broad challenges in our culture. 
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Facing the urgent and critical question of funding, the GTF discerned several key values that               
must be upheld in any new plan for enhancing our ecology of generosity: 

1. Covenantal Relationships: Our Christian movement arises from covenantal        
relationships among people, institutions, and God. As Walter Brueggemann once          
observed, “covenant insists that we are members one of another, pledged to solidarity             
across ideological lines and prepared to live in sustained engagement with each other in              
ways that impinge on and eventually transform all parties to the transaction.” Through             6

our covenants we experience both freedom and accountability. A covenant does not bind             
us forever to the status quo developed by a previous generation, but instead commits us to                
walk with God and each other into an unknown future.  

2. Congregational Polity: The freedom in our covenants means that any change to our             
culture of giving will be one congregations, Conferences, and UCC-related agencies can            
choose to adopt at a pace appropriate to their setting. The GTF survey in particular               
underscored the importance of opting in to a new system rather than issuing a top-down               
mandate. Adoption of the New Ecology of Generosity in the national setting will             
naturally compel change in all other settings: instead of forcing this change abruptly, it              
will be necessary to enable implementation in ways that are responsive to the needs and               
capacities of each setting.  

3. Simplicity: The last iteration of the Pattern of Giving ran very long on details, which               
meant few people understood it and it served more as a reference for complaint than a                
call to generosity. The new culture of giving in the United Church of Christ will need a                 
process that is simple to explain and implement. A simple process may or may not lead to                 
an increase in giving; however, an overly complicated process almost certainly will            
discourage giving. 

4. Raising New Money: The slow and steady erosion of support for expressions of the              
church beyond the local congregation significantly hampers our mission and          
sustainability. Any new approach to giving needs to empower all expressions of the             
church to raise the funds needed for their core mission now and into the future. The goal                 
here is to increase the overall amount of funds raised in all settings of the church, not just                  
increasing the amount raised in one particular setting, over-against the other settings. This             
growth in overall funds raised can be achieved through interdependent and collaborative            
efforts across the church wherever possible. 

5. All Things in Common: We are told that in the early church, the members held “all                
things in common” (Acts 2:44). The Pattern of Giving beautifully articulated this vision,             
“As a covenant community of faith the members, Associations, Conferences, and national            
agencies of the United Church of Christ have always engaged in multiple ministries in the               
spirit of our Servant Lord.” Although this vision inspires, honesty requires we            
acknowledge it has never been a true description of the experience of this denomination              
(and probably not the early church either). Too often in practice we do not all hold our                 
“multiple ministries” in common. Nor do we have adequate systems in place for sharing              
finances or other resources in common, in order to pursue our various ministries             
effectively. Somehow an updated approach must stretch us towards “holding all things in             

6 Brueggemann, Walter, “Foreward,” in Jane Fisler Hoffman’s Covenant: A Study for the United Church of 
Christ, United Church Press, 2008. 
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common,” challenging us to share resources where possible, and providing the flexibility            
to meet the needs of our diverse ministries. 

6. Making the Case: Much as we decry the scarcity mentality that pervades and             
undermines so many of our fundraising efforts, we must acknowledge the reality that our              
potential donors’ funds are limited. The church is in competition with other entities for              
the generosity of our members and friends. In recent decades we have been weak in               
promoting reasons why the church should receive their dollars, and have not effectively             
reported the impact of donor funds. Our ecology of generosity will improve if we employ               
a well-articulated case for giving to any particular mission of the church and to the               
church as a whole. 

  
Strategic Insights: Cultivating Donors 
 
The Pattern of Giving focused on carefully mediating the relationships between expressions of             
the church. This ethos of control made sense in an era lacking trust between two ecclesiastical                
bodies and marked by different stewardship competencies. In this new era, our philanthropic             
ethos needs another strategic orientation: the donor. 
 
Philanthropy (literally, love of others) connects the passion of the donor to missions and              
ministries that fulfill that passion. Imagine an individual donor committed to ending human             
trafficking. In our current system the donor would give a gift to the local congregation; the local                 
congregation would then decide to give a portion of that gift to the Conference; the Conference                
would then decide to give a portion of that gift to national basic support; a portion of that gift                   
would fund part of the work of the Justice and Witness Ministries staff member at the                
Washington, D.C. office who advocates against human trafficking. Multiple levels of mediation            
dilute the connection between the donor and mission and as a result the staff member working in                 
Washington has no idea who to thank and inform. The frustration this causes in the church can                 
be heard in the frequent complaints about communication in the United Church of Christ. 
 
Our new approach to giving needs to be donor-centered. Becoming donor-centered would mean             
a shift in the kind of questions that frame our understanding of generosity. The Pattern of Giving                 
asked, “How do we move funds?” A donor-centered approach asks, “How do we honor the               
passion of the donor?” The Pattern of Giving asked, “How do we categorize gifts in the                
Yearbook?” A donor-centered approach asks, “How do we report mission impact and outcomes             
to the donor?” The Pattern of Giving asked, “How do we decide retention rates?” A               
donor-centered approach asks, “How do we help donors experience joy in their giving?” 
 
Becoming donor-centered would mean allowing all settings and ministries to make direct appeals             
of donors, thus empowering each setting to honor donor intent more effectively and directly.              
Resources such as the “Donor Bill of Rights” (see Appendix B) and other best practices of                
philanthropy can help us make this shift, guiding the development of strategies for better              
transparency and communication with donors. While Our Church’s Wider Mission - Basic            
Support will continue to be the foundation of funding as an enduring commitment to our               
covenantal relationships, we need to build on this foundation with new opportunities to give that               
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directly connect donors (individuals and collectives) with the missions they most care about.             
This move recognizes donors as decision makers.  
 

 
The generosity of donors makes them partners in ministry, and as such deserves accountability              
from the recipient. A “donor” may be defined as an individual, a congregation, an Association, a                
Conference, an affiliated ministry, or any other setting of the church that contributes financially              
to another setting’s mission. Recognizing that all settings are (potential) donors reframes and             
honors the covenantal ties that hold us together as a denomination. All donors, from all settings,                
are united by the mission to which they contribute. All recipients of the generosity of these                
donors are responsible to each donor when reporting impact and thanking them for their              
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generosity. Our strong commitment to covenantal relationships finds expression in a           
donor-centered approach.  
 
A donor-centered approach will require innovation as we learn new methods and develop new              
capacities for fundraising. The national setting of the church, primarily through the Office of              
Philanthropy and Stewardship, can play a key role in inspiring and teaching new practices. The               
Conference and local pastors can be well-situated to partner together in identifying and             
cultivating individual donors. One could imagine a congregation, a Conference, and the national             
setting working together to make an appeal to a particular donor and sharing the gift among                
various expressions of the church. We will not be successful without collaboration. 
 
The shift toward a donor-centered approach will likely trigger anxiety across the system. “Will              
there be enough funding for me?” “Will they make a better case than I can?” Our committed                 
leaders at every expression of the church will need to manage this anxiety with grace and mutual                 
support. 
 
Fiduciary Insights: Growing a Generous Future 
 
From the GTF’s work arise several recommendations related to best practices, donor solicitation,             
and communication. Adopting these recommendations can help establish a New Ecology of            
Generosity for all settings of the United Church of Christ. 
 
Best Practices Recommendations 

1. Donor Bill of Rights: The GTF recommends that all expressions of the church adopt the               
Donor Bill of Rights and become educated on the practices this document promotes.             
Adopting a donor-centered approach to our ecology of generosity rather than the            
managed-flow approach of the 1984 Pattern of Giving requires a significant cultural shift,             
and the Donor Bill of Rights provides a tangible statement of values to guide this shift                
(see Appendix B). 

2. Transparency: The GTF recommends moving toward greater transparency by following          
the spirit of Guidestar guidelines in financial reporting for nonprofit organizations such as             
publicly available and posted online annual reports and audited financial statements.           
While church-related institutions do not have to share financial data, donors and the             
public at-large now expect a greater level of transparency than we have historically             
observed. In this new millennium, and in particular among today’s entrepreneurial baby            
boomers, donors perceive financial giving as an investment rather than as charity.            
Today’s donors want to know the impact-return on their charitable dollars, expecting that             
nonprofits with great ideas will attract charitable gifts, similar to investing in a business              
or an investment fund.  

3. Outcome Orientation: The GTF recommends that all expressions of the church           
communicate more effectively about mission and ministry. Explaining how we change           
lives begins with articulating the steps required to achieve our goals for people and              
communities. It continues with clear measurements of the impact of our programs and             
interventions. Only then can we provide timely communication to donors and partners on             
the impact and outcome of their financial support. We owe our donors specific             
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information on what happened to their gift (impact and outcomes, including what may             
not have happened).  

4. Philanthropic Policies: The GTF recommends the development of model policies for           
Conferences, Associations, and local congregations. The GTF’s review of giving across           
the United Church of Christ revealed an inconsistent use of policies for gift acceptance,              
spending, and endowment creation.  

5. Special Mission Offerings: The GTF recommends that each Conference, in partnership           
with the national setting, review its relationship to the Special Mission Offerings in order              
to determine the most efficient way to administer these funds. Inconsistent practices            
regarding the four Special Mission Offerings have introduced confusion around these           
offerings across the financial systems of the church in all settings. A cost-benefit analysis              
of each Offering, as the GTF proposed above, would provide a basis for making these               
determinations. In some cases, for example, it may make more sense for the Conference              
to have congregations send Special Mission Offerings donations directly to the national            
setting office or affiliated ministry that administers each fund. 

6. Improving Efficiencies: The GTF recommends simplifying, streamlining and        
coordinating tracking efforts, including elimination of Special Support tracking in its           
current form by the national setting. In reviewing the financial situation of the United              
Church of Christ, the GTF found many redundant reporting, tracking, and pass-through            
practices across the expressions of the church. This inefficiency is particularly evident in             
the case of Direct and Indirect Special Support for UCC-related agencies. Special            
Support (excluding the Special Mission Offerings) has been a significant burden on the             
system, creating complexity, confusion, and general inaccuracy. Additionally, aware of          
the need to increase donor confidence, the GTF recommends a feasibility study to explore              
centralizing and scaling all functions and services related to processing gifts across our             
systems. Overly complex processes used in tracking efforts across the church delay a             
timely response to donors and make transparency and accountability to donors difficult to             
accomplish.  

 
Donor Solicitation Recommendations 

1. Developing capacity in the United Church of Christ: The GTF recommends           
expanding the capacity of local and Conference expressions of the church to engage in              
donor identification and cultivation by: 

a. Creating an easy-to-use philanthropy tool-kit and promoting stewardship        
education, including skills such as case articulation and making an ask. 

b. Offering continuing education opportunities such as the “Stepping into         
Stewardship” conference held earlier in 2016; building on the success of that            
conference to increase availability of such opportunities in multiple locations or           
multiple times a year, as staff resources allow. 

c. Collaborating to develop a shared case and to build our ability to make strong              
cases for direct appeals and special offerings. 

2. Donor Development: The GTF recommends that the national settings further develop a            
major gifts program that would include: 
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a. Employing a multifaceted funding strategy that takes into account differences in           
social location, generation, economic means, and theological understandings of         
stewardship and giving. 

b. Identifying and cultivating donors in partnership with local and Conference          
expressions of the church. Engaging local pastors in solicitations, when          
appropriate to the donor, could be key to success and would strengthen the             
fundraising capacity of the local pastor. 

c. Writing policies to allocate undesignated gifts appropriately between the national          
and Conference expressions of the church. 

d. Tracking solicitation, receipt of gifts, and sending of thank you letters on a             
consistent basis throughout the system, to the extent this is possible.  

3. Digital Giving Platforms: The GTF recommends greater use of IT opportunities, such as             
peer-to-peer fundraising and crowdfunding. Additionally, the GTF recommends the use          
of “giving kiosks” and other electronic giving means for congregations, Conferences, and            
national setting events. In all settings of the church, we need to prioritize technological              
engagement with donors in order to make giving easier.  

4. Special Mission Offerings: The Special Mission Offerings already operate much like the            
donor-centered approach the GTF imagines across the United Church of Christ. Mindful            
that the GTF’s proposal calls for a cost-benefit analysis, there are several improvements             
to consider: 

a. Imagine: a new online platform could make it possible to run an actual “One              
Great Hour of Sharing” in real-time so that congregations could see and respond             
to a wave of generosity across the church as people make pledges and gifts in one                
day. 

b. “5 for 5” began as a marketing strategy to encourage participation in the Special              
Mission Offerings, to varying levels of success. We need a new strategy to             
promote participation. This will need to include more consistent quality in the            
case statements of the offerings. 

c. We would do well to build on past successes of short-term focused mission             
initiatives like Mission:1 and Mission: 4/1 Earth. In a donor-centered ecology of            
generosity, these opportunities may be more meaningful to donors than the           
current Special Mission Offerings. 

5. Planned Giving: The GTF recommends that all expressions of the church develop            
planned giving programs. The passing of the Baby Boomer generation entails the largest             
transfer of wealth in human history: that wealth, so much of it created in only the past 30                  
years, will go to heirs, to the government, or to carefully-vetted beneficiaries such as the               
United Church of Christ. Given this intergenerational transfer of wealth, the church can             
enable donors to leave lasting legacies that honor and express their Christian faith. We              
are in a unique position to assist our congregants and individual donors in discerning how               
to give so that future generations of the church can depend on an abundant legacy.  

6. Social Enterprise: The GTF encourages all expressions of the church to explore social             
enterprises. The GTF sees an opportunity for creative projects that serve our mission, and              
improve human and environmental well-being, while also generating funds. Such          
projects, commonly called social enterprises, provide engaging opportunities for new          
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funding by using business strategies to maximize social impact -- helping communities --             
alongside creating profitable revenue consistent with mission.  

 
 
Communication Recommendations 

1. Mission Statement: The GTF affirms the work of the UCC Board to develop a mission               
statement and strategic plan that is succinct, bold, and widely known and understood.             
People give to missions and ministries aligned with their core values. Clearly articulating             
and communicating our mission and strategy matters deeply for the success of our             
philanthropy.  

2. Branding: The GTF recommends the UCC Board give consideration to rebranding Our            
Church’s Wider Mission. Fifty years of use have made the acronym a familiar staple of               
many church budgets, but not the clarion call to mission or generosity it was intended to                
be. Even knowledgeable practitioners trip over the many iterations of OCWM, OCWM            
Basic Support, OCWM Special Support. We need a new name for OCWM. 

3. Alignment: The GTF recommends alignment of financial services across the expressions           
of the church, to coordinate accounting and tracking systems to this proposal with an eye               
toward simplicity and transparency. The GTF recommends the UCC Board develop           
policies as needed to achieve this end.  

 
General Synod Recommendation 

The Giving Task Force recommends that the UCC Board develop a General Synod             
resolution, to be presented at GS 31 this summer, implementing the main provisions of              
this proposal. The previous Pattern of Giving  was enacted by the General Synod.  

 
Conclusion 
 
The beginning of this report offered an image of a river in Seoul, South Korea. At one time a                   
roadway covered the river and concrete walls managed its flow. Then the city redeveloped the               
river, opening it up to pedestrian use, turning the concrete into a green ribbon of life, allowing a                  
deserted place to bloom. (Close-up of river below.) 
 
The Giving Task Force envisions new life coming from the recommendation to replace the old               
Pattern of Giving with a new ethos of collaborative donor-centered philanthropy. Instead of             
mediated relationships between donors and missions, the GTF envisions a rich ecology of             
interdependent relationships in which    
one donor might connect closely to a       
Conference camp, another to    
Franklinton Center at Bricks, and     
another to a joint Conference-national     
effort to start new congregations.     
Some donors might be outside of the       
United Church of Christ; others might      
be deeply engaged in their local      
congregations. The web of our     
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passionate commitments, taken all together, would sustain and nourish our common goal: a New              
Ecology of Generosity. 
Appendix A: UCC Culture of Giving Survey 
Summary Findings and Conclusions for the Giving Task Force 
Rev. Kristina Lizardy-Hajbi, Ph.D. 
Director, UCC Center for Analytics, Research and Data 
 
Survey Dates: April-May 2016 
Total Respondents: 2,950  
 
Key Findings 
● UCC polity is both a value and a challenge in terms of moving toward a consensus-based                

giving model.  
● An opt-in model based on relationships rather than loyalty is favored, for the most part. Some                

believe loyalty/covenant should still play a role, alongside relationship building. However,           
loyalty does not mean forced or top-down mandates for giving—each church should decide             
if/how/how much it should give.  

● Respondents agree overall that a coordinated process by which entities could approach local             
would work, but there was concern about how/if that coordination process would actually             
occur. 

● There should be room for multiple patterns of giving.  
● Trust and transparency around giving is an important value across the life of the church, as                

well as providing a clear case for giving. Currently, there is little transparency to the wider                
church about how OCWM funds are spent in the national setting. 

● Related to this, any giving model should focus on common mission and goals; but the               
mission/goals of local church are often different than those of the conference or national              
setting. 

● As a whole, respondents were open to providing a forum for considering multiple funding              
options, but some had stronger opinions against fees for services. 

● There was general agreement about the idea that congregations should give financial support             
at least annually to the denomination; but respondents also desired the need for grace,              
especially for struggling congregations. 

● Respondents would generally prefer to give money to their local congregation with the             
expectation that some of it is shared with both the conference and national settings, rather               
than give directly to the conference or national. However, some congregations and            
individuals do give directly to their conference and national and should continue to have the               
freedom to do so. 

● Responses were fairly evenly split on whether congregations should be able to designate             
giving percentage ratios or designate giving to specific areas of ministry, with a variety of               
opinions both for and against these ideas. 

● Local churches have greater trust in their conferences to set the percentage ratios for what               
gets sent to national than they do in national setting the percentage ratios for conferences; but                
they are fairly neutral overall in terms of trust for either setting. 

● Respondents do not like the idea of splitting their support evenly between conference and              
national settings. 
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● Some individuals feel that the current pattern of giving is working well for their              
congregations for reasons that include the following: 
o There is trust in the conference to give what is appropriate to national since churches               

have more immediate contact and relationship with conferences; 
o The church is able to garner ownership and commitment from members to give, setting              

goals and gaining 5 for 5 status; 
o The use of percentages ratios from the conference to national makes budgeting easier for              

the conference; 
o The model is easy/convenient—congregations don’t have to spend the time and energy            

figuring our OCWM designations directly—the conference does all the work; 
o It makes congregations feel connected to the wider church. 

● On the other hand, many more individuals feel that the current system is not working; or they                 
are just unsure of whether or not it is working. Some reasons include the following: 
o There is no incentive to give since there is little knowledge of how OCWM dollars are                

spent within conferences, much less in the national setting; 
o Churches are not able to give as much due to membership decline and immediate              

financial struggles/needs, which affects conferences and national; 
o Membership dues for Associations and Conferences does not encourage additional giving           

to OCWM; 
o Many church members do not even know what OCWM stands for, and there is              

confusion/lack of knowledge about the overall pattern of giving; 
o Congregations are opting more and more to give to causes where they can see a direct                

impact; 
o Congregations don’t feel as connected to the wider church; 
o The national setting receives the fewest dollars in our current structure, which            

short-changes those ministries. 
● As emphasized above, financial challenges and a lack of knowledge about how financial             

support will further the mission of the wider church are the two most salient reasons that                
congregations are hindered from giving more to OCWM. 

● Of the options provided, the greatest potential to increase OCWM giving was by individuals/              
congregations receiving requests from various denominational settings and making decisions          
for support based on the most compelling requests. In general, however, a majority of              
respondents provided their own options, including: 
o Greater transparency around where OCWM dollars are used and what the specific needs             

are in wider church settings 
o Greater connections and trust between local churches and conference/national settings 
o Greater focus on the needs of local churches within wider church settings 
o Greater encouragement/education around giving, and leadership that encourages OCWM         

giving within local congregations 
● On the whole, individuals and congregations demonstrate a spirit of generosity and            

investment in giving to the wider church. Over half (56.8%) of all respondents have received               
appeals directly from national or related settings/entities; and slightly more (61.6%) have            
received appeals from their Conferences and/or Associations. Two out of ten (22.7%)            
individuals gave to every appeal made to them, and one-half (49.9%) gave to some of the                
appeals. 
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● When individuals were asked about an ideal giving pattern for the denomination, the most              
frequently given response was a desire for direct appeals for specific needs or projects from               
wider church settings, which requires good communication from wider church settings to            
local churches. Other popular responses included: 
o Percentage giving based on membership; or percentage giving from direct tithing 
o Quarterly giving from local churches 
o Creating a special offering/tithe directly for the general ministries of the conference and             

national setting  
o Incorporating OCWM giving into the annual local church budget 
Several individuals weren’t sure about an ideal pattern of giving or felt that the current               
pattern was sufficient. 

Conclusions  
Though not expressed explicitly overall, UCC polity plays a larger role in shaping patterns of               
giving than previously realized. Issues of trust, calls for transparency, and the tensions between              
autonomy and covenant are played out in the ways that congregations and Conferences give              
financially. This was the single most salient underlying theme in the survey results. 
 
Through disseminating this survey to a broad audience, it also became clear that there is the lack                 
of general knowledge and understanding about the current pattern of giving among local             
churches. While many do have some knowledge in this area, several comments expressed             
confusion about certain survey items relating to the current pattern; and many felt inadequately              
prepared to provide opinions on current or future giving patterns. This, in and of itself, is an                 
important finding and tells us something about the culture of the denomination, which also ties to                
polity. 
 
While the results of the survey do not reveal any new or surprising findings, they do solidify our                  
general assumptions about the strengths and challenges of the current pattern of giving. It is               
encouraging to witness the level of passion and care for funding the denomination, as individuals               
expressed a genuine desire for improving the pattern of giving for collective ministries. General              
findings around giving—namely, the desire for relationship-based giving based and the ability to             
see how funds are used to directly impact ministries—are insights replicated in the overall              
research in this area. 
 
In terms of actionable items from the survey results, it is clear that a greater level of transparency                  
around how OCWM dollars are spent is a necessity for any proposed pattern of giving. This will                 
increase trust levels in all areas and provide a platform from which specific appeals can be made.                 
If congregations and individuals are not able to access resources that provide information on use               
of dollars, then incentives to give are hampered significantly. Processes and resources should be              
created and made available to the whole church to share how dollars are used. With that                
framework in place, the underlying case for appeals is strengthened. 
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Appendix B: Donor Bill of Rights 
Association of Fundraising Professionals 
 
Philanthropy is based on voluntary action for the common good. It is a tradition of giving and                 
sharing that is primary to the quality of life. To assure that philanthropy merits the respect and                 
trust of the general public, and that donors and prospective donors can have full confidence in                
the nonprofit organizations and causes they are asked to support, we declare that all donors have                
these rights: 

1. To be informed of the organization's mission, of the way the organization intends to use               
donated resources, and of its capacity to use donations effectively for their intended             
purposes. 

2. To be informed of the identity of those serving on the organization's governing board,              
and to expect the board to exercise prudent judgment in its stewardship responsibilities. 

3. To have access to the organization's most recent financial statements. 
4. To be assured their gifts will be used for the purposes for which they were given. 
5. To receive appropriate acknowledgement and recognition. 
6. To be assured that information about their donation is handled with respect and with              

confidentiality to the extent provided by law. 
7. To expect that all relationships with individuals representing organizations of interest to            

the donor will be professional in nature. 
8. To be informed whether those seeking donations are volunteers, employees of the            

organization or hired solicitors. 
9. To have the opportunity for their names to be deleted from mailing lists that an               

organization may intend to share. 
10. To feel free to ask questions when making a donation and to receive prompt, truthful and                

forthright answers. 
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Appendix C: Suggested Implementation Timeline 
The Development Committee and UCCB will need to design and oversee an implementation             
strategy. The GTF offers the following timeline as a suggestion.  
 
2016 
October The Development Committee and UCCB adopt the GTF Report 

and appoint a team to write a General Synod Resolution 
 
November-December Resolution written and approved by UCCB for consideration at GS 31 
 
2017 
Spring Discussion and education with Conference Boards of Directors  

regarding GTF Report and proposed resolution 
 
June Resolution approved by GS 31 
 
Late Summer Implementation team formed with a focus on education, capacity-building  

across our settings, and troubleshooting problems as they arise 
 
2018 
January New approach to generosity becomes effective January 1 
 
2018-2019 
All Year Implementation of the new approach to generosity with adaptive and  

technical assistance provided by OPS and overseen by implementation  
team 

 
2020 
January Evaluation of the new approach to generosity by the Development  

Committee 
 

March Evaluative conversations at UCCB and the Council of Conference  
Ministers 

 
May Summary of lessons learned and any new recommendations provided 

to Development Committee, UCCB, and Conference Ministers with  
additional action taken as needed 
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Giving Task Force Roster 
 
Rev. Mary Nelson, co-chair Conference Staff 
Rev. Andrew Warner, co-chair Local Church Pastor 
 
Ms. Elivette Mendez Angulo* National Staff and Local Church Pastor 
Rev. Dr. Jim Antal Conference Staff 
Mr. Frank Bolden UCC Board of Directors 
Rev. Dr. Davida Foy Crabtree Conference Staff, retired 
Rev. Sophia Katerina Dewitt Faith-Based Non-Profit Leadership 
Rev. Dr. Rodney Franklin Local Church Pastor and UCC Pension Board Chair 
Rev. Dr. Ben Guess* National Staff  
Dr. Nesa Joseph UCC Board of Directors and UCF Board Chair 
Rev. Dr. Kristina Lizardy-Hajbi National Staff 
Rev. Dr. Ron Patterson Local Church Pastor, retired 
Mr. Rick Peterson Local Church Member 
Rev. Gordon Rankin Conference Staff 
 
 
Staff: 
Cheryl Williams 
Mary Paxton 
Keri Sugerik 
 
* Indicates Task Force members who stepped down during the two year process of our work. 
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